
Five reasons why you should start using Vidura Digi today 

 
We all agree that Covid-19 pandemic has changed education forever. 
With education moving online, children are now able to drive learning 
on their own using available online tools.  
 
We, at Vidura learning, understand the new normal. We believe that 
eventually online education will become an integral part of school 
education. We understand that children need both synchronous 
learning and asynchronous learning. They need to be guided and also 
given room to exercise independent thinking.  
 
To give children the best of both synchronous and asynchronous 
learning, Vidura learning has come up with an effective yet simple 
solution - an innovative App, we call Vidura Digi, built on curriculum 
based online adaptive knowledge system.  
 
Vidura Digi, the App, ensures that students' learning improves 
significantly through a right blend of curriculum-based instructional 
videos, adaptive practice, timed tests, analytics, performance reports 
and a ready-to-use integrated Live Class.  
 
Whether you are already using an app or are looking for a curriculum-
based online student solution that engages students both now during 
Covid-19 and later when schools fully function, here are 5 reasons why 
you should consider using Vidura Digi today. 
 
1.Curriculum based instructional videos 
No need to hunt and match from a billion videos. Whether your school 
is following CBSE, ICSE or State board, Vidura Digi has all instructional 
videos at one place. The concepts are taught through short, innovative 
and interesting videos. These videos, created by experts, use high 
quality animation and real-world examples and are curriculum based.  



 
2. Bite sized learning sections 
The curriculum based instructional videos are bite-sized sections 
perfectly tailored to the child's level and are age appropriate. This 
makes the videos more effective. Students readily understand these 
chunks of knowledge compared to the mind-numbing mountains of 
syllabus. 
 
3. Supportive and adaptive Practice 
Each learning section has a set of practice questions that are both 
supportive and adaptive. The student gets two attempts for each of the 
practice questions. If the student makes a mistake in the first attempt, 
the system helps with the hint. And if the second attempt is also wrong 
this system give the detailed explanation of the question so that the 
student can review the answer immediately for better understanding 
and retention. If the student does first question well, then the system 
presents a higher skill question. This approach increases motivation 
engagement and student proficiency. 
 
4. Create timed tests in a minute 
Teachers can create a curriculum-based test for their students in less 
than a minute. They can select the concepts and number of questions 
of their choice. The best part is that the system times every question in 
the test. This builds focus, speed and skill. 
 
5. Detailed performance analysis 
Feedback is at the heart of learning. Vidura Digi shares students’ 
performance feedback of practice questions and tests in an easy to 
understand report with both the teacher and the student. The student 
report shows the skill set gained, areas to improve and lesson 
performance. Average scores across lessons, average time spent, 
average percentage and other details are part of the Teacher report. 



The reports help teachers and students take relevant remedial 
measures.  
 
 
 
Bonus: 
Integrated live class with recording facility 
No more sending of links across multiple platforms. Teachers can set up 
the live classes at the click of a few buttons right in Vidura Digi itself 
and students can readily join them. Should any student miss the live 
class they need not worry. They can go through the recording of the live 
class in the app itself. With flexible timings and a maximum capacity of 
250 per class, Vidura Digi live class is an ideal platform for teachers and 
students to connect, communicate and collaborate.  
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